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Date: March 19, 2018 – 10.00 a.m.
Venue: Complesso ex-Salesiani, via dei Mille 19
The Metaphysics of Being and Creation in the Arabic Philosophical Tradition and its Importance for Aquinas
Part One: Arabic Tradition
Part Two: Aquinas

Date: March 26, 2018 – 10.00 a.m.
Venue: Complesso ex-Salesiani, via dei Mille 19
Theories of Human Knowing and the Nature of Universals in the Arabic Philosophical Tradition and its Importance for Aquinas
Part One: Arabic Tradition
Part Two: Aquinas

Date: March 27, 2018 – 10.00 a.m.
Venue: Complesso ex-Salesiani, via dei Mille 19
The Nature of the Human Soul in the Arabic Philosophical Tradition and its Importance for Aquinas
Part One: Arabic Tradition
Part Two: Aquinas

Date: April 23, 2018 – 10.00 a.m.
Venue: Complesso ex-Salesiani, via dei Mille 19
Ultimate Human Happiness in the Arabic Philosophical Tradition and its Importance for Aquinas
Part One: Arabic Tradition
Part Two: Aquinas

Date: April 30, 2018 – 10.00 a.m.
Venue: Complesso ex-Salesiani, via dei Mille 19
Philosophy and Religion in the Classical Rationalist Arabic Tradition and Aquinas: Part One: Arabic Tradition
Part Two: Aquinas
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